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Skip Navigation "Cities are manifestations of human civilization" Prof. Charanjit Singh Shah makes a simple yet bold intent of writing the book "Redefining Indian Smart & Sustainable Cities". It is a delightful journey of reading human evolution and its continuous progress and advancement in human development and settlements. It is a purely
technical book designed for the noble profession of Architecture and Planning but it widens its wings to invite casual readers too for understanding human history, settlements & evolution of cities. Initially, cities evolved in response to natural boundaries then adopted trade, war & industry and now days based on environmental & sustainable
concepts to offer better quality of life. We are probably in the most peaceful and advance stage of development since the beginning of human evolution on the earth. Most of developing nations are approaching 0.7 HDI which is considered "high human development", the bench mark given by United Nations. The book demonstrates changing
definitions of architecture and town planning with understanding the complexities of the city design. In the Indian context with smart city program launched in 2015, there lies much hypes and referred to cities to be technologically advanced and smart in information & communications. As author says sustainability as such has no benchmark. The
more you respect mother earth more you learn to design organic built form and try to be associated with nature. The purpose of the book is to explore study and then recommend futuristic Indian smart & sustainable cities. The book is divided into eight chapters: Evolution of Human Settlements, Global Green Walkable Cities, Transformation of
National Capital of India, Existing Sustainable Indian Cities, Futuristic, Smart and Sustainable Cities, Intermodality and Last Mile Connectivity, New Smart Cities and Sustainable Indian Smart Cities. As title suggest, Chapter 1 states Evolution of human settlement right from the prehistoric period to till date; journey travelled through early
civilizations. Chapter 2 briefs the concepts used in global green cities like London, Paris, and Barcelona with measures taken to make it more walkable, cyclable and livable cities in the world. Chapter 3 describes the transformation of 1000 years old Indian capital Delhi. The challenges it faces over a period of time and why it is one of the least
sustainable cities of the globe. The deteriorating environmental and living issues are minutely examined and author eloquently proposes mitigation and remedies at micro level. Chapter 4 takes us to proven passive strategies and concepts used in the planning of ancient Jaipur city and contemporary Chandigarh city. With the perfect blend of
academics and professional practice of architecture, Prof. Shah implemented above these findings and interwoven concept of nature in designing the Jamshedpur 2057 plan which he designed in association with Fredric Schwartz associates ,United States. Keeping the Industry aside, core is the community in planning of Jamshedpur. It is just inverse
of central park idea and conceived as "town within park within city". Chapter 5 is a depiction of his extensive work in creating the green neighbourhood and connecting each other to create walkable and pedestrian friendly Jamshedpur. Chapter 6 deals with Intermodality & last mile connectivity which is key in achieving self contained connected
neighbourhoods. Most of our cities are having uncontrolled urban sprawl where land use and density are being compromised. So it is very important to have integrated approach. Chapter 7 describes an integrated planning strategies of most powerful business enabler cities like GIFT, Dholera SIR in Gujarat which is pioneer initiator state in India.
Masdar in Abu Dhabi shows sustainable concept of walled city and using ultra modern technologies to achieve a zero carbon and zero waste community in the deserts. Chapter 8 is the crux of overall studies and focused in translating Indian smart cities to be built across India. Rural areas have been ignored and left out from the smart cities program
which we can’t do being a nation of villages. We need to have passive strategies towards respecting the site topography, orientation, climate, appropriate material and technologies which lead to sustainability. The book entices you to read as you start and create interest further. Rational planning at micro and macro level required for optimum and
desired utilization of scarce natural resources. Mixed use, small self contained communities and neighbourhood required to ensure high quality of life with all inclusive, equitable approach for accessible, safe and low carbon footprint. The author is successful in redefining sustainable and smart cities through picturesque illustrations and renderings.
He has sequentially arranged the order and able to narrate in a formal way explaining the technicalities through examples and case studies. The idea in my mind got changed is Urban Planning can help solve the infrastructural and environmental problems. We need to harness urbanization as a positive force of social, economical and political
developments as "Cities are engine of growth". Although Prof. Shah arranged the order properly but there is multiplicity as too many disciplines are attached which may not suits to the intended audience other than planning professionals. Others may enjoy the richness, dynamism of sustainable concepts till it reaches to Intermodality and last mile
connectivity. Also, it is hard to find the reference for data sourced to support his view points. There is no point questioning Prof. Shah but topic choosen by him is very vast and hot. In my opinion, he could have more enlightened us on ancient Indian sustainable planning principles and strategies adopted with more case studies. The main objective of
the book is to comparing the city planning strategies and measures taken globally and redefining the smart & sustainable answer in Indian context. I like the title "Redefining Indian Smart & Sustainable Cities". Author’s own struggle of life of being homeless and cloth less during their stay at a refugee camp in Delhi after partition in 1947, and such
fantastic transformation of becoming a leading architect and planner bring me a great respect for him. I met him twice during the Indian Institute of Architect’s presentations and both the occasion I am fortunate enough to learn from such profound practicner and great educator. Not but the least I would like to congratulate him for such marvelous
work through this book. If you’ve ever flipped a light switch, commuted to work or had an MRI, credit electrical engineers for improving your life. Electrical engineers design components that make power plants, cars, medical devices and computers run. Their role in consumer electronics gives electrical engineers many responsibilities. People who
can handle the job’s scientific rigors earn above-average incomes. The median annual salary for electrical engineers was $85,920 as of May 2011, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. An electrical engineer’s job starts with product or project design. Engineers choose research methods to apply electrical theory to a new device or circuit.
They also use computer-assisted design software to draw a blueprint with product specifications, including calculations that lay out manufacturing and installation standards to ensure the product meets codes and client requirements. Electrical engineers oversee product development. They test a prototype of the device or circuit and use the results
to order materials and equipment to build the final product or project. Plus, they make calculations to set manufacturing or installation standards. During manufacturing, engineers make sure the built product meets specifications or codes. They also monitor the manufacturing or building for cost overruns. Electrical engineers frequently interact with
others on the job. They test and implement products alongside project managers to make sure projects happen on time and within budget. In addition, they work with customers or the public to investigate complaints about products. So, they evaluate customer concerns and recommend fixes for those issues. To come up with new ideas for engineering
projects or products, they meet and share ideas with engineers and clients. The products electrical engineers design can harm consumers if they’re improperly planned or built. That means electrical engineers have a responsibility to make ethical decisions. Electrical engineers must make honest and realistic claims about their research findings, and
immediately disclose issues that could endanger the public or the environment. They have a duty to take on only projects that their training qualifies them to handle, and to inform employers or clients of their professional limitations. Taking and using constructive criticism is part of the job as well. Also, electrical engineers have a duty to help
colleagues with professional development. Electrical engineers work in a variety of settings. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 22 percent of electrical and electronics engineers worked for architectural or engineering consulting firms in 2010. Ten percent were employed with manufacturers of navigational, measuring, medical and
control instruments, and another 10 percent worked in electric power generation, transmission and distribution. Job titles include design engineer, quality control engineer, reliability engineer, test engineer and process and manufacturing engineer. Electrical engineers typically need postsecondary education. Numbers from the U.S. Department of
Labor showed that 13 percent of electrical engineers had an associate’s degree as of 2011, while 73 percent held a bachelor’s degree. Another 10 percent had a master’s degree. Electrical engineering majors learn to apply math and science to solving engineering problems, and to design and conduct experiments. Coursework includes chemistry,
physics, analytical calculus, social and behavioral sciences, electronic circuits and signals and systems.
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